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2009-070

Outcome: Rejected
Effective date: 2010-01-18
Registration Authority decision on Change Request no. 2009-070: to create a new code element [axz] “Auriongx”

In consultation with LinguistList, the ISO 639-3 Registration Authority has determined that the request to create a new code element for the constructed language “Auriongx” is premature, and probably out of scope for the ISO 639-3 standard, as noted in the comment made by P. Constable:

While constructed languages may be in scope generally, there must be an established user community engaging in public exchange of information in that language—“it must have a literature”. This is clearly not the case for this language: the requestors acknowledge that it is still in development and not in use. They also indicate that the language, when developed, will be used for private communications. (Note: the intent of “it must have a literature” is a public literature, not that individuals have created a collection of private documents.) ISO 639-3 provides “private=use” identifiers for such situations.
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